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The SurSose of this SuElication is to serve as an organ ofAsEury
Theological Seminary for the dissemination ofmaterial of interest
and value Srimarily to its immediate constituency of alumni, stu
dents andfriends, Eut also to a Eroader readershiS of churchmen,
theologians, students and other interested Sersons.
Material SuElished in this Mournal aSSears here Eecause of its in
trinsic value in the on-going discussion of theological issues. While
this SuElication does not Sretend to comSete with those theological
Mournals sSecializing in articles of technical scholarshiS, it affirms
a commitment to rigorous standards of academic integrity and
SroShetic forthrightness.
A TriEute To
Dr. Susan A. Schultz
Ey Frank Bateman Stanger
This issue of "A AsEury Seminarian is dedicated to Dr. Susan A.
Schultz, Professor of BiEUograShy and Research, and Director of
LiErary Services at AsEury Theological Seminary, who is retiring in
July after  years of devoted service to our institution.
Dr. Schultz is a native of Minnesota. In  she received her B.A.
degree from John Fletcher College and remained there for five years
serving as Dean of Women. In  she received her Bachelor of
Science in LiErary Science degree from the University of Illinois, and
three years later she received the Master of LiErary Science degree
from the same institution.
In  Dr. Schultz Moined the faculty of AsEury Theological
Seminary in the caSacity of LiErarian. Later during her tenure her
Sosition Eecame Director of LiErary Services. At first an Associate
Professor of BiEliograShy and Research, she was elected to the rank
of Professor in  uSon unanimous recommendation of her
Srofessional colleagues. She Eecame the first ChairSerson of the
newly-organized academic Division of BiEliograShy and Research.
During her years at the Seminary she has fulfilled numerous
committee assignments. In addition to her Srofessional e[Sertise in
relating the LiErary to the academic Srogram, she has Eeen esSecially
effective in her leadershiS of social activities for faculty and
administration.
Dr. Schultz has traveled e[tensively throughout the world and is a
memEer of the Wesleyan Theological Society.
Dr. Schultz is a dedicated Christian and a devoted memEer of the
Christian and Missionary Alliance. She has Eeen designated as an
Official Worker Ey her denomination. She is active in the
Cardinal Valley Alliance Church, Le[ington, Kentucky, where she
Dr. Frank Bateman Stanger is President of AsEury Theological
Seminary, hie holds the S.T.M. and S.T.D. degrees from TemSle
University as well as several honorary degrees.
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serves as a memEer of the E[ecutive Committee and as a Sunday
school teacher. She has Eeen elected on occasions to reSresent her
local church at the General Council of the denomination. She has
sSonsored Christian and Missionary Alliance fellowshiS grouSs on
the AsEury camSuses. She also serves as a Director and the Treasurer
of Evangelism Resources, Inc., which is active in Christian ministries
in Africa.
Dr. Schultz
s activities in liErary work have gained national
recognition. She is a memEer of the American Theological LiErary
Association and has served as ChairSerson of the Standing
Committee on Periodical E[change, ChairSerson of the MemEer
shiS Committee, E[ecutive Secretary and Director. She is a memEer
of the Kentucky LiErary Association, and she served at one time as
its Second Vice-President and as ChairSerson of the College and
Reference Section. She also holds memEershiS in the Christian
LiErarians FellowshiS and in the Church and Synagogue LiErary
Association. She is a memEer of the Board of Directors of the
Withers-Jessamine County PuElic LiErary.
As the Director of LiErary Services at AsEury Theological
Seminary, Dr. Schultz is active in the liErary consortium of the
Theological Education Association of Mid-America TEAM-A.
During a saEEatical leave in , Dr. Schultz sSent si[ months in
Yeotmal, India where she suServised the organization of the liErary
at Union BiElical Seminary. Shortly after her retirement this year.
Dr. Schultz Slans to go to =amEoango City, the PhiliSSines, to
develoS a liErary at the Alliance Graduate School.
Many Srofessional honors have come to Dr. Schultz. In  she
was named the outstanding SSecial LiErarian of the Year Ey the
Kentucky Trustees Association. In  she received a Distinguished
Service Award on the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of AsEury
Theological Seminary, and the Emily Russell Award from the
Christian LiErarians Association. The same year Houghton College
conferred uSon her the honorary degree of Doctor of Letters.
She is a memEer of Beta Phi Mu liErary honorary society Pi
LamEda Theta education honorary society and Theta Phi religion
honor society.
We at AsEury Theological Seminary Say triEute to Dr. Susan A.
Schultz for her magnificent Srofessional and sSiritual contriEutions
to our institution during almost three decades. The deSth of her
sSiritual dedication and the radiant outreach of her love have made

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an indeliEle imSression uSon us all. Her sSirit of cooSeration in all
the activities of the Seminary and her willingness to Serform any task
asked of her have done much to create the kind of community that we
enMoy on camSus.
In a very real sense Dr. Schultz is the Euilder of the LiErary at
AsEury Theological Seminary. When she came, she found little in
theological liErary resources, and what she found e[isted in a rather
disorganized state. The housing of the LiErary was shifted from Slace
to Slace, each of them inadeTuate, including a small room in the
Easement of the Administration Building and later the Easement of
the ChaSel Building.
But Dr. Schultz had a dream that she held onto. Now her dream is
Eeing fulfilled. Under her leadershiS the LiErary collection Sresently
totals more than   , volumes, including microte[ts, a list of 
regularly received Seriodicals, and more than , non-Eook media.
To handle the demanding tasks involved in such an e[tensive
collection, she has organized a staff of fully comSetent Srofessionals
and nonSrofessionals.
The LiErary is now housed in the Eeautiful B. L. Fisher Building
erected in . It is a liErary edifice second to none in the entire
theological world. A SlaTue Eearing similar words to the one at St.
Paul
s Cathedral, London, giving triEute to Sir CristoSher Wren the
architect, could Ee Slaced aSSroSriately inside the B. L. Fisher
LiErary
If you would see her monument, look around you. ᪽
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Preaching ᪽
Alive and Lively
Ey Donald E. Demaray
Talk aEout the lively arts Preaching is one of them. An aEundance
of works, old and new, covers the market. Blackwood and Scherer
revive in reSrints the contemSoraries Co[ and Massey SuEhsh with
freshness and vigor George Sweazy, dean of American homile-
ticians, has come out with Preaching the Good News Prentice-Hall.
But no longer do we have the lazy lu[ury of surveying the field
s
literature under a single head. Today Sreaching, like the other lively
arts, divides into many disciSlines sSeech, e[Sosition, Eody lan
guage kinesics, culture and communication, communication
theory, history . . . the list seems never ending and ever caSaEle of
e[Sansion.
Nor are we confined to Srint. Cassettes and video Ering models
into our clergy conferences and student seminars.
Preaching suffered through decades of disgrace earlier this cen
tury. Integrity is one of the SroElems now the ethics of Sreaching is
discussed see, e.g. Raymond W. McLaughUn
s recent Eook, and
scientific homiletics finds suSSort from the world of EiElical
scholarshiS. Dullness, too, Slagued the SulSit in Sast years Eut
television shows us how to caSture and hold attention e[Serts write
to caSitalize on TV as teacher. Irrelevance angered listeners once
today
s seminary graduate has heard the word relevant so many
times he can
t miss the Soint. In summary, it need only Ee said
Sreaching is Tuickly coming out of the doldrums and literature
fills with all kinds of suggestions for comSlete liEeration.
E[amSles aEound. Dialogical Sreaching has Eeen vigorously
discussed in Eoth the 
s and 
s see Conley
s Two in the PulSit,
e.g., SuElished Ey Word. Another man Pennington attemSts to
show creative SossiEilities and SuElishes under the title God Has A
Donald E. Demaray is the Granger E. and Anna A. Fisher Profes
sor of Preaching at AsEury Theological Seminary and Chairman
of the DeSartment of Preaching.
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Communication ProElem Hawthorn. The Yale lectures continue
and a volume such as David H. C. Read
s Sent From God,
Eeautifully comEines analysis of the contemSorary situation Eut
none are so full of meaning and rich in content as those of James
S. Stewart. Now retired, his Sreaching continues in his sermon Eooks
and will long live in them. See, e.g.. King For Ever and Wind of the
SSirit Eoth SuElished Ey AEingdon.
And how do we keeS SersSective while we search for the finest
Sreaching" Of great helS is RalSh G. TurnEuU
s A History of
Preaching, vol. three vols, one and two are the celeErated Dargan
works. TurnEuU
s massive work, SuElished Ey Baker of Grand
RaSids they have reSrinted the two Dargan volumes, too, made its
aSSearance in  and should Ee on every minister
s reference shelf.
We have a longway to go in the homiletical field Eut we have come
a great distance in a few years. Called men have today at their
disSosal the most remarkaEle resources in the history of their craft.
Reviews of other significant recent works on Sreaching follow.
Each Eook is reviewed Ey a memEer of the AsEury Theological
Seminary faculty.
Walking With the Giants A Minister
s Guide to Good Reading and
Great Preaching, Ey Warren W. WiersEe, Grand RaSids Baker
Book House, .  SS. Slus inde[. ..
Pastors must Euy, read, and keeS this Eook for these reasons the
deSth of Eackground and insight reflected in Warren WiersEe
s
writing, the rich store of information and accomSanying insSiration,
and the e[traordinarily useful EiEliograShies at the ends of chaSters.
Divided into two Sarts, the first section Srovides discussions of 
Sreachers from Samuel Rutherford - to A. W. Tozer
-, and the second division offers  SerceStive discussions
of the literature in as many fields, including Sreaching, death and
dying, discouragement ministerial deSression, and Srayer.
Always there e[ist SroElems when Sutting together a series of
articles these aSSeared first in The Moody Monthly, - in a
single volume.
Unity is the single most difficult goal to achieve under these
circumstances. While Dr. WiersEe would have achieved Ey mood,
toning and writing a different Sroduct if he had set out to do a Eook,
one is amazed at the degree ofharmony that e[ists in this volume. No
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serious reader can Ee other than grateful for the achievement.
One is also delighted at the oSenness of the author. 4uite freely
and admittedly, he treats men and Eooks that differ from his own
convictions to enrich his own SerceStion of ministry and life.
Altogether, this Eook is a must, esSecially for young ministers not
yet thoroughly at home with great Sreachers and great ideas relating
to ministry.
Donald E. Demaray
Granger E. and Anna A. Fisher Professor of Preaching
Preaching the Good News, Ey George E. Sweazey, Prentice-Hall,
.  SS. ..
If Sreaching today Ues marooned on the reefs of a deserted island,
Sweazey sails to the rescue. What hoSe he has. What a high view of
Sreaching.
ChaSter after chaSter commandeers Sleased attention Ey good
writing, vital content, griSSing e[amSles and clear aSSlication. He
answers the Tuestions Sreachers ask.
Here is a helSful Sastoral Eook sharing e[Serience, training,
insight, and wide reading. See the array of material old and new on
sermon, Sreacher, hearers and occasions.
Basics ᪽ ChaSters on ImSortance of Preaching, New DeveloS
ments, PurSose, Authority, The BiEle, Power of God and
Communication.
TechniTues ᪽ What to Preach, Structure, Introducing, Con
cluding, PreSaring, Timing, Working, Styling, and Wording.
Materials ᪽ Use of the BiEle, Sources, Illustrations, Humor and a
good chaSter on Controversial Preaching.
SuEMects ᪽ Great Beliefs, Individual Morality, Social Morality,
Christian DisciSlines and SSecial Occasions.
ParticiSants ᪽ ChaSters on The Preacher and The Hearer. He
overlays the oEMective accent of Reformed tradition with his
suEMective Methodist thrust here. He deals with the minister
s
character, manner and mannerisms, Tualities, criticism and sSiritual
life.
US-to-date emShasis on the hearer concludes the Eook. He
underscores listeners getting ready for sermons in advance, helSing
with the sermon, and what to do during and after the sermon.
Here
s a Eroad, deeS, long and good Eook. It will wear as a useful
tool. The author seems to slight hearers
 motivations and their logical

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Srocesses. The chaSter on Controversial Preaching deals with the
minister
s attitudes. A nine Sage inde[ reads like a Sreacher
s Who
s
Who with over  SroSer names scattered in its contents.
RalSh L. Lewis
Professor of SSeech- Preaching
In the BiElical Preacher
s WorkshoS, Ey Dwight E. Stevenson.
The resurgence of interest in EiElical Sreaching, triggered four
decades ago Ey theologian Karl Barth, has Sroduced many good
Eooks for the thoughtful Sreacher. It is somewhat Sarado[ical,
however, that notwithstanding these significant works there are still
many comSlaints that much SulSit talk sadly neglects the Srinted
Word. Such comSlaints may indicate a heightened sense of need on
the Sart of many SeoSle, and that not Must any kind of Sreaching will
do. While one can find helS in Sreaching from the ScriSture from any
one of a dozen or so contemSorary authors, none is Eetter than
Dwight E. Stevenson
s e[cellent title. In the BiElical Preacher
s
WorkshoS.
Stevenson, long recognized as one of America
s leading teachers of
Sreaching and author of many Eooks on the suEMect, has Srovided us
in this volume with insight not Must on the imSortance of EiElical
Sreaching, Eut helSs on how to do it. ChaSter four, The Minister as
BiElical Student, is the heart of the Eook. Stevenson suggests a
system of seven steSs which helS the EiElical te[t unfold. After
e[Slaining the steSs in some detail he Sroceeds in Part II of the Eook
to aSSly his method to different tySes of EiElical material Psalms,
miracles, SaraEles, Sersonalities, etc.. The sSecial value of the Eook
is the way it helSs the minister with limited critical resources SlumE
the deSths of the meaning of Sassages for the Sroclamation of God
s
Word.
This Eook was first released in , and although much has
Eeen Srinted since on Sreaching from the BiEle, Stevenson
s sug
gestions are unsurSassed. Stevenson is reverent and critical in
his handling of EiElical materials. His concerns for sSiritual
develoSment and social resSonsiEility are evident. The con
tinuing Tuality of In the BiElical Preacher
s WorkshoS is indicated
Ey the fact that we use it as a te[t here at AsEury Theological
Seminary.
J. L. Mercer
Associate Professor of Preaching
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A Guide to BiElical Preaching, Ey James W. Co[, Nashville
AEingdon, .  SS. Slus inde[. ..
This is a downright helSful Eook on how to do BiEle Sreaching. I
am haSSy to recommend it.
Dr. Co[, Professor of Preaching at Southern BaStist Theological
Seminary in Louisville, Kentucky, treats e[Sosition, homiletics,
sSeech and language. In addition, he attemSts to come to griSs with
kinds of Sreaching and their definitions.
A weak Sart of the Eook is Co[
s definition of e[Sository
Sreaching it neither comes to terms with e[Sosition as a distinctive
tySe of Sreaching, nor makes clear Srecisely what it is. AsSects of the
definition could, in fact, relate to any sermon. But this is a minor flaw
in an otherwise truly helSful work.
In addition to useaEle suggestions for Sreaching, Dr. Co[ Srovides
three aSSendices  an e[emSlified Sattern for working out sermon
titles, lessons, te[ts, central ideas, and SurSoses  the guiding
SrinciSles of BiEle interSretation from the Ecumenical Study
Conference at Wadham College, O[ford  ᪽ those SrinciSles
Ering together Ealanced and highly Sractical hermeneutical laws
 a three year lectionary, now used Ey a numEer of denominations.
More, an inde[ is included, unfortunately e[cluded in most Sreach
ing Eooks.
Teachers of homiletics will want to consider the Eook as SossiEle
te[tual matter, Sastors will want it for stimulus to Eoth time-honored
and creative Sreaching aSSroaches, evangelists will find it suggestive
for fresh ways to go aEout their SulSit duties which can so easily
Eecome routine.
Donald E. Demaray
Granger E. and Anna A. Fisher Professor of Preaching
As One Without Authority, Ey Fred B. Craddock, PhilliSs
University Press, .
The title is a Eit surSrising Eut the Eook is aEout Sreaching. Forget
it if you are looking for another Sreaching Eook that deifies
Aristotelian rhetoric and syllogistical reasoning. For decades
seminaries have Eeen entrenched with the staid writings of the likes of
Broadus and Sangster. Professors in Sreaching deSartments have
Eeen likened to toothless reminiscences of a kindly old Sastor re
activated from retirement. Over-drawing the scene, Craddock
Saints a rather sad Sicture of the SulSit Eut also suggests that it is in

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the sSotlight Judgments against the SulSit are the first strings of
new life for Sreaching. For him the SroElem is methodological.
For generations Sreaching was taught using the deductive
aSSroach. Neat, well-reasoned syllogisms were the ingredients for
Srowess in the SulSit. Craddock challenges the deductive aSSroach,
Slacing inductive methodology in its Slace. Deductive movement is
from the general truth to the Sarticular aSSlication while inductive is
the reverse. Homiletically, deduction means stating the thesis,
Ereaking it down into Soints, e[Slaining them to the Sarticular
situation of the hearers. Inductive Sreaching Sresents the Sarticulars
first, and moves on to the conclusion. Since this is often the way the
sermon originates in the mind of the Sreacher, to Sresent that
seTuence to a listener gives the listener a chance to share the
e[citement of discovery and come to his own conclusions. Such
Sreaching does not Sresent authoritatively what was discovered Ey
the Sreacher e[Serientially. The sermon is a discovery. Beginning
with the Sarticulars of life and arriving at the theme together with
the audience suggests that the Sreacher wants the congregation to
take the triS with him. A corruStive deductive aSSroach
dogmatically and authoritatively dumSs on the congregation
truth, often without regard to Sersons. The congregation is not a
Mavelin catcher. They are more than the destination of the sermon.
They are a vital link in the sermon-event.
Craddock challenges the Sreacher to do more analysis of his own
Sreaching. I now ask myself the following Tuestions aEout my
Sreaching  What was my ah-ha and how did I get it"  What was
going on in my life that made it imSortant to me"  Why was it an
imSortant idea that should Ee taken seriously Ey others"  What did
I finally decide to communicate to the congregation"  What result
did I hoSe to achieve"
The world may not need another Eook on homiletics, Eut we who
teach it ought to give Craddock a serious Sondering. I agree with
David Buttrick that it may Ee the most imSortant Eook on homiletics
SuElished in our land in the last  years.
Charles Killian
Associate Professor of SSeech-Preaching
The following Eooks are reviewed Ey Donald E. Demaray, the
Granger E. and Anna. A. Fisher Professor of Preaching.

E[Sository Preaching Plans and Methods, Ey F. B. Meyer, Grand
RaSids Baker Book House, .  SS. ..
Meyer
s work, reSrinted as Sart of The NotaEle Books on
Preaching series, deserves a Slace in the Sreacher
s liErary. The
contemSorary minister of the gosSel, however, will find the older
e[Sression of SrinciSles and their aSSlication good as Eackground
Eut not always translataEle for man in the 
s.
Recommended the whole of The NotaEle Books on Preaching
series SuElished Ey Baker Book House of Grand RaSids, Michigan.
When Life TumEles In, Ey Batsell Barrett Ba[ter, Grand RaSids
Baker Book House, .  SS. ..
This is a good little Eook of sermons on crucial issues ᪽ alco
holism, lonehness, the golden years, etc. Pastors will find guidance in
working out their own sermons on these contemSorary and ever-
relevant concerns.
His Name is Wonderful, Ey Warren W. WiersEe, Wheaton Tyndale
House PuElishers, .  SS. ..
Pastors will warm to the rich content of this little Eook of sermons,
Eut laymen will Ee esSecially helSed Eecause the material will Ee
freshest to the non-Srofessional. WiersEe, Sastor of famed Moody
Church, treats Jesus as Wonderful, Counselor, the Mighty God, the
Everlasting Father, the Prince of Peace.
Rich in content and Eeautiful in format Shotos are included, this
little Eook makes an aSSealing gift, esSecially at Christmas.
The Essence of SSiritual Religion, Ey D. Elton TrueElood, New
York, Evanston, San Francisco, London HarSer 	 Row PuElishers,
.  SS.
The concerned Sastor will read TrueElood with Srofit ᪽ always.
Don
t miss this little volume, now availaEle in a low cost SaSerEack
edition.
The chaSter on worshiS will Srovide a new dimension in terms of
Eoth thought and Sractice. The material on sin and salvation
chaSter VI cannot fail to stimulate.
Of helS not only to the minister, this would Ee a good volume to
Slace in the hands of thoughtful Sarishioners.

John Wesley and theRadical Protestant Tradition
Ey Howard A. Snyder
In the first article of this series we noted the critical events in
Wesley
s life from  to , and how Wesley
s contact with the
Moravians and other circumstances Sushed him in the direction of
a Believers
 Church or Radical Protestant Sosition. We have also
e[amined, in the second article, the Sarticular understanding of the
Church which Wesley came to over the course of several years. Now
we are ready to ask whether Wesley, in his theory and Sractice of the
Church, can accurately Ee descriEed as a Radical Protestant. Does
John Wesley stand in continuity or discontinuity with si[teenth-
century AnaEaStism and later Eelievers
 churches"
There are other Sarallels to Wesley that might SrofitaEly and
suggestively Ee drawn, and that might initially seem more significant
than the SossiEle relationshiS to the Eehevers
 churches. Some
striking similarities Eetween early Methodism and Waldenses of
twelfth-century France can Ee seen in the elements of Srimitivism,
itinerant Sreaching, and an emShasis on the GosSel for the Soor.Aos
Several writers have noted Wesleyan Sarallels with Francis of
Assisi. Ronald Kno[ noted,
Wesley
s oSen-air sermons, lay Sreachers, and institution
of a church within the Church have so often Eeen comSared
to the Mendicant revival of the twelfth century that we
might e[Sect fo find in Wesley an admirer of St. Francis
᪽ Eut in fact, Wesley has nothing to say aEout Francis.Ao
 More
recently, Alan TiSSett has written that Wesley was an innovator, if
ever there was one, and no one Eetter demonstrated the motility
>aEility to itinerate@ of the Church, unless SerhaSs Francis of
This article comSletes the series Eegun in the January  issue.
Howard A. Snyder is E[ecutive Director of Light and Life Men
International of The Free Methodist Church.
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Assisi. 
o A SrofitaEle study might Ee undertaken comSaring
Francis, Waldo, and Wesley and the movements resulting from them
as differing models of Christian revitalization within the larger
conte[t of the Church. Other SossiEle Sarallels might include
modern Pentecostalism and Sarticularly the Catholic Charismatic
Renewal, which, like Wesleyanism, reSresents an emShasis on the
e[Seriential side of the faith and faces similar dynamics to those of
Wesleyanism in seeking to Ee a self-conscious suEcommunity or
ecclesiola working to revitalize and yet remain loyal to the larger
church Eody. 
The maMor concern here, however, is with the Believers
 Church
tySe as e[emSlified esSecially in si[teenth-century Continental
AnaEaStism. This link is significant at the historical level simSly
Eecause of the Moravian contact with Wesleyanism. But it takes on a
larger significance today given the contemSorary rediscovery of
AnaEaStism and the emergence in much of the Sresent-day church of
new concern with community, disciSleshiS, ministry of the laity, and
similar themes.
The Believers
 Church TySe
For several reasons, the Believers
 Church finds its fundamental
Saradigms in si[teenth-century AnaEaStism and suEseTuent
movements genetically connected with it. But to sSeak of a
Believers
 Church tySe one must e[tract, somewhat artificially, the
most essential or characteristic elements of the Believers
 Church
conceSt from several historical manifestations in differing Seriods
and cultural conte[ts. If defined too Eroadly, such a tySe Eecomes so
inclusive as to Ee unhelSful while too narrow a definition makes it
difficult or imSossiEle to distinguish Eetween a Sure tySe and
Sarticular historical-cultural circumstances associated with sSecific
Believers
 Church e[Sressions.
For the SurSoses of this article, the safest course seems to Ee to
collate and comSare the descriStions or marks which contem
Sorary scholars have noted in studying the Eelievers
 churches, and
from these to construct a synthetic model or tySe. I have therefore
relied Srimarily on the following sources Donald F. DurnEaugh,
The Believers
 Church Frank H. Littell, The ConceSt of the Be
lievers
 Church and William R. EsteS, Jr., A Believing PeoSle His
torical Background, Eoth in Garrett, ed.. The ConceSt ofthe Believers
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Church John Howard Yoder, The Recovery of the AnaEaStist
Vision, and Harold S. Bender, The AnaEaStist Theology of Di
sciSleshiS, Eoth in Concern No.  Franklin H. Littell, The Free
Church and Ross T. Bender, The PeoSle of God.AAA
Some definitions. Four Sarticularly cogent definitions suggest the
Easic elements which a Believers
 Church tySology should include.
George H. Williams sSeaks of the gathered church of committed
Eelievers living in the fellowshiS of mutual correction, suSSort, and
aEiding hoSe.i Donald DurnEaugh says the Believers
 Church is
the covenanted and disciSlined community of those walking in the
way of Jesus Christ.A


SSeaking more sSecifically of AnaEaStism, Harold S. Bender
suggests that the conceSt of disciSleshiS >is@ the most characteristic,
most central, most essential and regulative conceSt in AnaEaStist
thought, which largely determines all else.
 Similarly, Franklin
Littell says that the essence of AnaEaStist concern was the nature of
disciSleshiS, conceived in terms of Christian community in short,
the view of the Church.i
A sevenfold Believers
 Church TySology. As a tySe of model
distinct from its various historical manifestations, the Believers

Church demonstrates most Easically the following seven charac
teristics
 Voluntary adult memEershiS Easedon a covenant-commitment
to Jesus Christ, emShasizing oEedience to Jesus as necessary
evidence offaith in Him. Believers
 EaStism has usually Eeen
the sign of this commitment, Eut not essentially.
 A community or Erotherhood ofdisciSline, edification, correc
tion, and mutual aid, in conscious seSaration from the world,
as the Srimary visiEle e[Sression of the Church.
 A life ofgood works, service, and witness, as an e[Sression of
Christian love and oEedience, incumEent on all Eelievers ᪽
thus an emShasis on the ministry of the laity, rather than a
sSecial ministerial class the church as amissionary minority. 
 The SSirit and the Word as comSrising the sole Easis of
authority, imSlying a de-emShasis on or reMection of church
traditions and creeds.
 Primitivism and Restitutionism ᪽ Belief in the normative
nature of the early church, with an attemSt to restore the
essential elements of early church life and Sractice also im-
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Slying some view of the fall of the church.
 A Sragmatic, functional aSSroach to church order and struc
ture.
 A Eelief in the universal Church as the Body ofChrist ofwhich
the Sarticular visiEle Eelieving community is Eut a Sart.
OEviously a numEer of other themes might Ee mentioned.
Suffering, the eschatological vision, Sacifism, consensus in decision
making, ecumenism, and seSaration from the State have Eeen
imSortant themes among some Eelievers
 churches. But the seven
elements mentioned aEove seem most Easic and less deSendent on
Sarticular historical circumstances and they are the elements most
commonly cited Ey students of the Eelievers
 churches and the
Radical Protestant tradition. See ASSendi[ for reSresentative
Tuotations suSSorting each of these seven elements of the SroSosed
tySology.
It is against this tySology that Wesley
s understanding of the
Church will now Ee e[amined.
Wesley ComSared with the Believers
 Church TySe
To what e[tent does Wesley fit this Believers
 Church tySe ᪽
Eoth in his theory and in his Sractice"
Franklin Littell has written of Wesley,
Throughout his active life he shifted Ey steady steSs from the
develoSmental and sacramental view of the institutions of
Christendom to normative use of the New Testament and
reference to the Early Church. He Mustified field Sreaching
and the itinerancy, class meetings and their disciSlinary
structure, and finally the ordination of ministers for
America, on the argument that he was following aSostolic
Sractice. He Eecame, in his Easic orientation, a Free
Churchman. 
A
The foregoing analysis of Wesley
s understanding of the Church
suggests that Littell is Easically correct in this assessment. PerhaSs
the degree of Wesley
s free-churchmanshiS, and its Sarticular
emShases, can Eest Ee seen Ey e[amining the seven elements of the
SroSosed tySology in the light of the evidence in these articles.
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 Voluntary adult memEershiS Eased on a covenant-commitment to
Jesus Christ, emShasizing oEedience to Jesus as a necessary evidence
offaith in Him.
Adult EaStism and a reMection of infant EaStism have often Eeen
considered the distinguishing marks of the Free Churches. But the
more Easic issue is voluntarism the Church must Ee a covenant
community of freely acting adults. While Eelievers
 EaStism has
usually Eeen the sign of such adult commitment, the more Easic
Tuestion is voluntary commitment.
Wesley, of course, insisted on infant EaStism, and he sSoke with
some disdain of the seditious sect of AnaEaStists aEout whom,
however, he does not aSSear to have known a great deal. 
 ᪽ But
Wesley saw clearly the need for conscious adult commitment and
oEedience to the GosSel. He Slaced strong emShasis on a conscious,
rational decision to acceSt and follow Christ. To Ee a memEer of a
Methodist society meant that one had suEmitted to acceSted rules
and disciSlines. Wesley used an annual covenant service as a means
for reinforcing and renewing the Sersonal commitment of each
Eeliever.
One faces an amEiguity here, however ᪽ one that aSSlies to all the
comSonents of the SroSosed tySology. Wesley insisted on voluntary
adult commitment as a condition for Eecoming a Methodist. But the
Seculiar Slace of Methodism within the Church of England, and
Wesley
s Anghcan ecclesiology, must Ee Eorne in mind here. The
voluntary adult commitment was necessary to Eecome a Methodist,
Eut not to Ee a Sart of the Church of England. Which was more truly
the Church" Wesley seems to have Eelieved that the Church of
England was a true church, Eut that it was seriously degenerate, and
that Methodism showed what the whole Church should Ee like. But
as already noted, a certain amEiguity e[ists at this Soint in Wesley.
One may say that Wesley held to the Believers
 Church tenet of
voluntary adult memEershiS since he Sracticed this in Methodism
and wished to see all of Anglicanism more like Methodism. But this
assertion must Ee Tualified Ey reference to Wesley
s lingering High
Church views. Still, one gets the distinct imSression from reading
Wesley that he felt his Methodist societies were more genuinely the
Church that was the Church of England ᪽ though Wesley would
never actually say this.
 A community or Erotherhood of disciSline, edification,
correction, and mutual aid, in conscious seSaration from the world.

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as the Srimary visiEle e[Sression of the Church.
Wesley is clearly within the Believers
 Church sShere on this Soint.
This is seen most clearly in his use of Eands, classes, and societies, Eut
is evident in his writings as well. Wesley saw himself as imitating the
Srimitive church in Eringing Methodists together in close-knit
societies. 
 The classes and Eands Srovided for disciSline,
correction, and mutual aid, suServised Sersonally Ey Wesley.
Wesley does not, however aSSear to have had, consciously, as deeS
a sense of the communitary nature of the Church as characterized
si[teenth-century AnaEaStism and its direct descendents. He
indicates that he stumEled uSon the class meeting almost Ey accident,
and he adoSted this and other innovations notaEly the Eands
initially more for Sragmatic than for theological reasons. He did
insist, however, that Christianity is essentially a social religion
rather than a solitary religion I mean not only that it cannot
suEsist so well, Eut that it cannot suEsist at all, without society ᪽
without living and conversing with other men.o
Franklin Littell has comSared Wesley with Menno Simons and
found several striking similarities at the Soint of disciSline and
disciSleshiS. He Soints out that Menno and Wesley Eoth dealt with
Christian Serfection in terms of the New Testament imSeratives, in
terms of the Serfection of the church and introduced again the note
of radical discontinuity Eetween the 
world
 . . . and the disciSlines of
disciSleshiS.i Soth sSoke of the circumcision of the heart. Littell
emShasizes the e[tent to which the entire SroElematic is set in the
conte[t of the church, with Christian Serfection a matter of
community witness and not individual enterSrise. Both Menno
and Wesley, as reSresentative Free Churchmen, had strong views on
the e[Sression of faith in Sositive disciSline, and Eoth instituted
ordinances and Sractices of voluntary disciSline.
Wesley
s doctrine of Christian Serfection was, of course,
consideraEly different from Menno
s views. The Soint here, however,
is to note the similarity at the Soint of the ecclesiological meaning of
the emShasis on Serfection. When one sees in Wesley how his
emShasis on Serfection or sanctification actually worked itself out in
the system of societies, classes, and Eands, he is struck with the degree
to which Christian Serfection for Wesley actually meant disciSleshiS
᪽ not Must an interior work of grace in the Eeliever. But in much later
Wesleyan interSretation the link Eetween sanctification and dis
ciSleshiS has, unfortunately, Eeen largely severed. Colin Williams
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is right in oEserving,
Wesley Eelieved that the necessity for mutual encourage
ment, mutual e[amination, and mutual service, within the
conte[t of the means of grace, reTuired more than the
hearing of the Word, the SarticiSation in the sacraments,
and the Moining in the Srayers of the 
great congregation.

Wesley
s view on holiness was woven into his ecclesiology.
He Eeheved that the gathering together of Eelievers into
small voluntary societies for mutual disciSline and Chris
tian growth was essential to the Church
s life. 
At this Soint, then, Wesley
s ecclesiology falls decidedly within the
Believers
 Church tySe, though in SerhaSs a less self-conscious way
than was true of the AnaEaStists and their immediate descendents.
 A life ofgood works, service and witness, as an e[Sression of
Christian love and oEedience, incumEent on all Eelievers ᪽ thus an
emShasis on the ministry ofthe laity, rather than a sSecialministerial
class the church as a missionary minority.
Here also Wesley is clearly within the Believers
 Church tySe. His
emShasis on good works was characteristic of his Arminian the
ology he was confident Eelievers could, Ey God
s grace, work effec
tively toward their own Eetterment and for the Eenefit of society.
This emShasis did not, however, work itself out in Wesley in a clear
or Sronounced doctrine of lay ministry or the Sriesthood of Eelievers.
As we have seen, Wesley worked out a rather elaEorate view of
ministry in order to Mustify Eoth the Anglican ecclesiastical Solity and
his use of lay Sreachers ᪽ rather than arguing simSly that all
Eelievers are called to minister. Here one might suggest, however,
that his Sractice went further than his theory, for in actual fact
Methodism was largely a lay movement and involved thousands of
unordained SeoSle in a wide range of leadershiS and ministry func
tions. Littell comments, . . . it is well to rememEer that AnaEaStism
and Wesleyanism were lay movements from the start.
Wesley was esSecially insistent that faith did not e[cuse one from a
life of good works ᪽ Must as he insisted there could Ee no good works
without faith. Love is the fulfilling of the law, not Ey releasing us
from Eut Ey constraining us to oEey it. Thus, Wesley said,
 Whether they will finally Ee lost or saved, you are
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e[Sressly commanded to feed the hungry, and clothe the
naked. If you can, and do not, whatever Eecomes of them,
you shall go away into everlasting fire.  Though it is God
only who changes hearts, yet He generally doeth it Ey man.
It is our Sart to do all that in us lies, as diligently as if we
could change them ourselves, and then to leave the event to
Him.  God, in answer to their Srayers, Euilds uS His
children Ey each other in every good gift nourishing and
strengthening the whole 
Eody Ey that which every Moint
suSSlieth.

For Wesley, holiness and good works were intimately related. He
saw faith, hoUness and good works as the root, the tree, and the
fruit, which God had Moined and man ought not to Sut asunder.
He esSecially emShasized Srayer, the Eucharist, BiEle study, feeding
the hungry, clothing the naked, helSing the stranger, and visiting or
relieving the sick or imSrisoned.  He would have Tuestioned the
authenticity of any claim to holiness that did not issue in good works.
 The SSirit and the Word as comSrising the sole Easis of
authority, imSlying a de-emShasis on or reMection ofchurch tradition
and creeds.
On this Soint Wesley moved decidedly in the direction of a
Eelievers
 church Sosition. As noted earlier, Wesley was firmly com
mitted to the Anglican triad of ScriSture, reason, and antiTuity as
the Easis of authority. Reason remained strong in Wesley
s system
he constantly aSSealed to men of reason and religion. With time,
however, three things haSSened in Wesley
s use of this threefold Easis
of authority first, antiTuity came increasingly to mean the
Srecedents of early Christianity, rather than later church tradition.
Secondly, reason came to mean that which could Ee seen as
reasonaEle in the light of e[Serience. Wesley aSSealed to reason not
as an aEstract SrinciSle, Eut as a Sragmatic test. Thirdly, Wesley
came to view ScriSture and tradition less in terms of the letter and
more in terms of the sSirit ᪽ and the animating Holy SSirit. As
Baker oEserves.
In seeking solutions to the many SroElems Sosed Ey his
unfolding SroShetic ministry in a missionary movement,
Wesley continued to turn to his old authorities. Uncor-
ruSted antiTuity was the coordinate with reason in
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interSreting or suSSlementing ScriSture these also revealed
new insights into the nature of a Sragmatic church and
ministry far different in some resSects from the idealized
aSostohc SreconceStions which he had hoSed to trans
Slant. . . . The aSostolic sSirit Eecame the imSortant thing,
and this was still availaEle through direct sSiritual contact
with God. The SromStings of this sSirit he tested rationally,
and then aSSlied them Ey a Srocess of trial and error, thus
determining whether and how far what he had heard with his
sSiritual ear was indeed the voice of God.o
Wesley Eegan seriously to study the BiEle in , convinced that it
was the only standard of truth, and the only model of Sure
religion.i I allow no other rule, he wrote in , whether of
faith or Sractice, than the Holy ScriStures.  Salvation was
accomSlished as the SSirit aSSlied the Word to the heart all true
faith, and the whole work of salvation, every good thought, word,
and work, is altogether Ey the oSeration of the SSirit of God.
On this Soint Wesley falls within the Believers
 Church tySe. Littell
notes that Wesley, like Menno Simons, emShasized the work of the
SSirit in the sacraments, and his active role in the Church today. 
Characteristically, however, Wesley
s emShasis on the SSirit and the
Word did not mean a reMection of the creeds or Church tradition.
These were Slaced in decidedly secondary Sosition, Eut Wesley
insisted on their SroSer role in that Sosition.
 Primitivism and Restitutionism ᪽ Belief in the normative
nature of the early church, with an attemSt to restore the essential
elements of early church life and Sractice.
Wesley
s Srimitivism and his desire to reinstitute early church life
and Sractice in his day have already Eeen noted. This was a tendency
current in some Eranches of Anglicanism, esSecially, and one which
animated Wesley
s thinking and Sractice from  on. The chief
change in Wesley
s thinking on this Soint was the emShasis uSon the
sSirit rather than the letter. Still, he was Sleased whenever he could
Soint to a Sarallel Eetween some sSecific innovation and early church
Sractice.
At this Soint Wesley very clearly fits the Believers
 Church tySe. Even
though he shared a certain degree of Srimitivism with other Anglican
divines, with Wesley the desire for restitution was a strong motive force in
SromSting him toward many of his innovations, and in Mustifying them.
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 A Sragmatic, functional aSSroach to church order and struc
ture. Wesley shared this characteristic with other Believers

Church leaders and movements. He was aEle to satisfy himself that
his innovations were Mustified either as having early church Srecedent
or as Eeing Eorn of necessity, or Eoth. His Sragmatisim was, he felt,
therefore Eoth reasonaEle and ScriStural. Baker oEserves,
John Wesley was convinced that strict church order and
evangelical efficacy did not always make an ideal couSle,
and was ready if called uSon to officiate at their divorce, and
to award custody of the sSiritual children to the Sartner
most caSaEle of Sromoting their welfare. In his aSSroach to
Eoth church and ministry he was alike the EiElicist, the
traditionalist, and the rationalist, Eut aEove all he was the
religious Sragmatist.
This Sragmatism was, for Wesley, theologically Eased, as it was for
earlier Believers
 Church leaders. Church structure was a secondary
Tuestion, he felt, not essential in any sSecific form to the Church, and
not SrescriEed in ScriSture. This is one Soint at which Wesley
s views
changed consideraEly from  to , as already noted. It was
also the Soint which made him controversial, for relatively few
Anglican leaders were ready to follow Wesley in his structural
innovations.
For all his Sragmatism, however, Wesley remained fundamentally
a conservative. His SrinciSles were Slain change nothing which did
not need to Ee changed ᪽ Eut change anything that hindered the free
flow of the GosSel. Wesley
s use of the Book of Common Prayer
Srovides a good e[amSle. As a devout Anglican, he loved the Srayer
Eook and used it constantly. But with aSSarently no Tualms he issued
his own revision of the Book of Common Prayer in  for
Methodist use in America. John Bowmer oEserves, The fact that
>Wesley@ made and insisted uSon the use of a revision reveals him the
Churchman the manner of the revision on the whole, reveals him the
evangelical.
In the areas of church order one thus sees in Wesley the same
mi[ture of conservatism and Sragmatism that characterized all his
life and theology.
 A Eelief in the universal Church as the Body ofChrist, ofwhich
the Sarticular visiEle Eelieving community is Eut a Sart.
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It may Ee Tuestioned whether this element should Ee included in a
Believers
 Church tySology, since virtually all Christians share some
form of a Eelief in the universal Church. It needs to Ee included,
however, Eecause historically it has Eeen a strong emShasis in the free
church tradition, and Eecause Believers
 Church adherents have
located the church
s visiEility less in its hierarchy or structure or in
some mystical communion and more in its concrete e[istence as a
Eelieving community.
This was true of Wesley. As already noted, he Eelieved in the
universal Church, and saw it as consisting esSecially in the totality of
Christian Eelievers. So at this Soint also Wesley is found to fit the
Believers
 Church tySology.
In summary, Wesley must Ee seen as standing within the Believers

Church tradition. One may Tualify this assertion in various ways, as
noted, Eut in essential features Wesley was clearly a free churchman.
ReSresentatives of different traditions have, of course, attemSted
to claim Wesley as their own ᪽ and this is to some degree SossiEle
Eecause of the mi[ture of the old and the new, the traditionalist and
the innovator, in Wesley. Colin Williams suggests,
Do we not see . . . in Wesley a creative attemSt to keeS all
three historic emShases together" . . . The Catholic emShasis
is right ᪽ Christ does not aEandon his Church, even when
the Sriests are unfaithful, Eut is always Sresent in unEroken
continuity in the sacraments he has Srovided. The Classical
Protestant emShasis is right ᪽ the Sure witness to the faith
once delivered to the saints is essential to the ever renewed
event in which Eelievers are called into Eeing .... The
Free Church emShasis is right ᪽ true Eelievers must Ee
gathered together for mutual growth in the life of the SSirit
toward the fullness of the stature of Christ.
There is truth in this. And yet, Srecisely for these reasons Wesley is
Eest seen as reSresenting the Believers
 Church tradition. For the
Believers
 Church emShasis is not one which reMects the evangelical
and cathohc emShases, Eut one which insists that the Church must Ee
a visiEle community that takes the demands of disciSleshiS seriously.
At all essential Soints, then, Wesley stands within the Believers

Church tradition. On a continuum within that tradition Wesley
would stand to the right of most AnaEaStist grouSs, Eut still clearly
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within the tradition. This is true of Wesley
s theology of the church,
and even more of his Sractice of the church.
Wesley
s Understanding of Methodism
How did John Wesley himself see the Methodist movement which
was growing raSidly under his leadershiS" He had strong oSinions on
this Soint. To him, Methodism was a new thing which God had
Erought forth ᪽ uniTue in that it centered on Christian e[Serience
and action, not a creed, and in that it remained a reforming Eody
within the Church, rather than seSarating from it. In his SaSer,
Ought We to SeSarate . . .T  he wrote,
We look uSon the Methodists in general, not as any
Sarticular Sarty this would e[ceedingly oEstruct the Grand
Design for which we conceive God has raised them uS Eut
as living witnesses in and to every Sart of that Christianity
which we Sreach, which is hereEy demonstrated to Ee a real
thing, and visiEly held out to all the world.
In his sermon on The Minsterial Office he argued that the
Methodists Seculiar glory is that they do not seSarate into a
distinct sect and erect Earriers of creed or Sractice. Methodists do
not seSarate from the religious community to which they at first
Eelonged they are still memEers of the Church . . . . He told his
followers.
Ye are a new Shenomenon in the earth, ᪽ a Eody of SeoSle
who, Eeing of no sect or Sarty, are friends to all Sarties, and
endeavor to forward all in heart-religion, in the knowledge
and love of God and man. Ye yourselves were at first called
in the Church of England ... Ee Church-of-England men
still. . . .
Wesley Sarticularly emShasized that Moining the Methodists was
not a matter of creed or liturgical Sractice. He oEserved,
... in order to their union with us, we reTuire no unity of
oSinions, or in modes of worshiS, Eut Earely that they 
fear
God and work righteousness,
 as was oEserved. Now, this is
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utterly a new thing, unheard of in any other Christian
community. In what Church or congregation Eeside,
throughout the Christian world, can memEers Ee admitted
uSon these terms, without any other conditions" . . . This is
the glory of the Methodists, and of them alone They are
themselves no Sarticular sect or Sarty Eut they receive
those, of all Sarties, who 
endeavor to do Mustly, and love
mercy, and walk humEly with their God.
i
This stance did not mean, of course, that Wesley or the Methodists
were indifferent on matters of doctrine or liturgy. He assumed that
the Easic creedal and liturgical framework was Srovided Ey the
Church of England, and that Methodism was a revitalization
movement within the larger Church though one did not have to Ee
an Anghcan to Ee a Methodist. In the same sermon on the Minis
terial Office Wesley emShasized,
I hold all the doctrines of the Church of England. I love her
liturgy. I aSSrove her Slan of disciSline, and only wish it
could Ee Sut in e[ecution. I do not knowingly vary from any
rule of the Church, unless in those few instances, where I
Mudge, and as far as I Mudge, there is an aEsolute necessity.
On the ground of necessity he Mustified oSen-air Sreaching, e[tem
Soraneous Srayer there Eeing no forms that will suit all
occasions, organizing Eands and societies for Sastoral oversight,
and aSSointing Sreachers. A
Wesley thus clearly regarded Methodism as a movement of
authentic Christianity within the larger Church, which was largely
decadent. In identifying Wesley with the Believers
 Church tradition,
one must keeS this fact in mind. At the structural level, Wesley has
more in common with German Pietism and Moravianism than with
si[teenth-century AnaEaStism in that Methodism was not intended
to Eecome a seSarate church. Yet the difference Eetween Methodism
and AnaEaStism at this Soint may Ee largely due to the difference in
historical circumstances, and Sarticularly to the greater tolerance in
eighteenth-century Anglicanism than e[isted within si[teenth-
century Christendom whether Catholic or Protestant.
Durward Hofler suggests that while Wesley claimed the Methodist
societies were merely Christian suEcommunities within the larger
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Church, yet he defined church in terms that in fact were descriStive
of Methodism. Wesley, says Hofler, regarded the Methodist societies
as grouSs within, suSSlemental, and suEordinate to the
Church of England. Yet according to his own definition of a
church as a grouS of Eelievers, the Methodist societies were
at least sSiritual churches within the Anglican Church. . . .
his very actions showed that he in fact regarded the societies
as churches.
All of this would seem to suggest that, to Wesley, the Methodist
societies were ecclesiolae within the ecclesia. Yet Wesley does not
seem to have used the term ecclesiola. George Williams and AlEert
Outler Eoth suggest that in Methodism we do have, in fact, an
ecclesiola, Eoth in theory and Sractice. Williams says that Wesley till
his death thought of the Methodist societies as Srimarily the
Evangelical ecclesiolae within the rationalist, moralistic EstaElished
Church of England.A
" Outler comments similarly, Wesley
s idea of
the Methodist societies serving the EstaElished Church even against
the good will of her leaders was a distinctive adaStation of the
Sietistic Satterns of the 
religious societies
 ecclesiolae in ecclesiam
which Anthony Horneck had Erought from Germany to England in
 and which had served as a refuge for 
serious Christians,

discontent with aSathetic and nominal Christianity.
Wesley
s view seems to have Eeen that Methodism was an
evanglical order within a largely decadent church ᪽ in effect, an
ecclesiola. This understanding seems in turn to derive Easically from
two sources the system of religious societies already widesSread in
England Ey , which owe at least some influence to German
Sietist concerns, and the more direct influence of the Moravians.
The Moravian ContriEution to Wesley
There can Ee no douEt that the Moravian Brethren e[ercised a
direct and decisive influence on Wesley. At the same time, the limits
of that influence are clear.
Moravianism was in its main features a direct outgrowth of
German Pietism. Because of this, Donald DurnEaugh suggests in
The Believers
 Church that Methodism is, in fact, the most influential
result of Pietism. He writes.
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Although Pietism in the first instance was a reform move
ment within the church, several indeSendent Eodies sSrang
from it. One of them was the Church of the Brethren in
Germany. Twenty years later came the Renewed Moravian
Church, which took remnants of the Unity of Brethren and
vitalized them into a small Eut dynamic Christian move
ment. The Moravians Srovide a direct link to what has
Eecome the most influential outgrowth of Pietism, that is
Wesleyan Methodism. Although John Wesley was to Ereak
with the devotional and theological style of the Moravians,
it was to them that he owed decisive aid in several critical
Munctures of his sSiritual Silgrimage.
Pietism under SSener and Francke sought to awaken German
Lutheranism from her unregenerate slumEer. Its main structural
feature, the small cells called collegiaSietatis. were seen as ecclesiolae
where the true Sattern of Christ
s church could Ee e[Serienced. 
In , a small grouS of the Unity of Brethren Unitas Fratrum,
tracing Eack to the Czech Reformation and the influence of Peter
Chelcicky in the fifteenth century, settled on the estate of Count
Nicholas von =inzendorf in Germany.  =inzendorf   -   was
a Lutheran whose family had Eeen closely associated with SSener
and other Pietist leaders. He felt uniTuely called to e[tend the
message and e[Serience of salvation Ey faith to the whole world. He
organized the Unitas Fratrum remnant into the Renewed Church of
the United Brethren, which Eecame more commonly known simSly
as the Moravian Brethren. =inzendorf instituted a Moravian
community at Herrnhut, which Eecame the Srimary model for later
Moravian settlements. By  he had Eegun two communities in
other locations, as well.o
=inzendorf saw in these new Moravian communities a way to
e[tend dramatically the ecclesiola aSSroach to church renewal. The
Moravian Brethren were to Ee, not a new or seSarate church, Eut a
dynamic missionary movement within all of Christendom. Soon
Moravian missionaries were traveHng far and wide᪽ including those
Wesley encountered in London and on Eoard shiS to the New World.
Moravianism was essentially neither a doctrine nor a disciSline,
Eut a sSirituality. It was a movement for the Sromotion of the new
Eirth ᪽ Luther
s doctrine of salvation Ey faith alone, as understood
Ey the Pietists. Moravians Sut the emShasis, notes Stoeffler, not on
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God
s sovereign grace, Eut on man
s Sersonal e[Serience of that
grace, an e[Serience which carries with it the gift of Moyful assurance
of one
s right relationshiS with God.
It was this doctrine and e[Serience which Bdhler and the other
Moravians urged uSon Wesley. And it seems clear that without this
Moravian influence, Wesley very likely would never have Eecome
more than a very rigorous High Churchman. As Bowmer comments,
No one should minimize the deEt which Wesley owed to the
Moravians, for it may well Ee douEted whether, had it not
Eeen for them, his heart would have Eeen 
strangely warmed

and England set aElaze. Without their imSact on his life, it is
Tuite conceivaEle that he would have remained what he was
in , a methodical, very earnest, Eut Eeyond his own
immediate circle of friends, an unknown Church of England
clergyman.
The first and decisive influence of Moravianism on Wesley was,
therefore, at the Soint of his own sSiritual Silgrimage ᪽ the Sersonal
aSSrehension of saving faith at Aldersgate in . And this
e[Serience was, in turn, to influence Wesley
s Sreaching and Sractice.
Largely as a result of Moravian influence, Sreaching and the
ScriStures came to assume eTual imSortance with the sacraments as
means of grace. Moravian contact, likewise, had a refle[ influence
on Wesley
s understanding of the Church. As Stoeffler notes, after
Aldersgate Wesley
s ecclesiology was informed Ey the soteriological
interest which was the direct result of his own religious renewal under
Pietist >i.e., Moravian@ influence.
᪽
There was, however, a second maMor Moravian influence on
Wesley. This had to do esSecially with his Sractice and structuring of
the Methodist movement and was due in large measure to Wesley
s
visit to Herrnhut very shortly after his conversion. 
Ernest Stoeffler has emShasized this Soint, noting the similarity in
aSSroach Eetween Wesley and the Continental Pietists. Stoeffler
argues that
in his ecclesiology Wesley followed the lead of the church-
related Pietists on the Continent. As they acceSted the
ecclesiology of Lutheranism Eut chose to interSret it in line
with the Pietist aSSroach to the life of faith, so Wesley
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acceSted the Anghcan understanding of the church, the
ministry, and the sacraments, Eut found himself forced to
adaSt it to the realities imSlicit in the corSorate religious life
of the societies.
Stoeffler sees the Pietist influence, mediated through the Moravians,
as the key factor in Wesley
s later ecclesiology, and dismisses the idea
that Wesley simSly took over the gathered church idea from
English Puritanism. The evidence of this SaSer would suggest some
caution against over-emShasizing Moravian influence, and yet at the
sSecific Soint of Wesley
s understanding of the role of Methodism
within the Church of England, Moravian influence does seem to
have Eeen consideraEle. Baker notes that Wesley in his Journal
summarized Sortions of the Moravian constitution and asterisked
the following significant Sassage
In all things which do not immediately concern the inward,
sSiritual kingdom of Christ, we simSly, and without con
tradicting, oEey the higher Sowers. But with regard to
conscience, the liEerty of this we cannot suffer to Ee any
limited or infringed. And to his head we refer whatever
directly or in itself tends to hinder the salvation of souls, or
whatsoever things Christ and His holy aSostles . . . took
charge of and Serformed as necessary for the constitution
and well-ordering of His Church. In these things we
acknowledge no head Eut Christ and are determined, God
Eeing our helSer, to give uS, not only our goods as we did
Eefore, Eut life itself, rather than this liEerty which God
hath given us. 
The similarity Eetween this statement and statements which
Wesley later made regarding his deSartures from Church of England
Sractices is striking ᪽ although Wesley
s strong emShasis on
oEedient good works modified somewhat the strongly other-worldly
thrust of the Moravians. On Ealance, Stoeffler seems to Ee essentially
correct in outlining the Moravian influence on Wesley
s under
standing of how the reality of the Methodist societies could Ee
worked into a consistent doctrine of the Church. Stoeffler adds,
What we really have in Wesley
s understanding of the
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church is the restoration of the older, and Ey this time well
entrenched, movement of church-related Pietism, esSecially
that of the early Moravians. In this view the church as an
historical institution is acceSted as necessary for God
s
SurSoses among men. There is much to Ee said even for an
estaElished church to which all Christians within a given
territory normally Eelong Ey EaStism. Yet, there is also the
realization that such a church needs to Ee constantly in
formed and reformed from within Ey a community of
earnest Eelievers in whose corSorate life the SSirit of God is
Seculiarly at work, as he is thought to have Eeen in the
Srimitive Christian community. It was in this light that
Wesley regarded his societies.
More sSecifically, Wesley took over a few Sarticular features of
Moravian Sractice, including the Eands and the love feast.  Stoef
fler suggests some Moravian Pietist influence on Wesley also at the
Soint of lay leadershiS as well, Sositing that Wesley was imSressed Ey
the Moravian lay leaders. He says.
While PhiliSS JakoE SSener did not recommend lay lead
ershiS for his collegia Sietatis this was a matter of caution
rather than theological SrinciSle. His real concern was the
restoration of EiElical Christianity within Lutheranism, a
restoration Eased on a new and vital understanding of
Luther
s doctrine of the Sriesthood of all Eelievers. Since the
collegia were not churches, Eut fellowshiSs of earnest
Eelievers within the estaElished church, his followers Tuickly
came to the conclusion that there could Ee no valid
theological oEMection against taking seriously the oEliga
tions of their common Sriesthood in sSreading their
understanding of Christian Siety within the church. It is this
consideration which SromSted the Moravians to Sut their
diasSora societies in charge of laymen, a Sractice which
Wesley gradually came to acceSt. He used it Eecause he saw
that it could Ee made to work and Eecause he could not see
any theological oEMections to it. There was no reason why,
on this model, he could not hold his sacramental views of an
ordained ministry along with his understanding of the need
for lay witness to the Word and its meaning in the life of the
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church. ProElems concerning this understanding of things
Eegan to rise only when in the middle forties the Tuestion of
seSaration Eegan to come uS.AAo
In actual fact, the Srocess Stoeffler outUnes here does not seem to
have Eeen as simSle or clear-cut as he suggests. Wesley was well
aware as early as  of the comSlicated Tuestions involved in the
use of various kinds of unordained leaders in the church. With these
Tualifications, however, one may acceSt Stoeffler
s Soint of Mora
vian influence on Wesley in the matter of lay ministry.
In summary, then, the Moravian Brethren seem to have influenced
Wesley at two critical Soints in leading him to acceSt and e[Serience
the new Eirth Eased on faith alone, and in giving him a visiEle,
working model of a sSiritual renewal movement useful to Wesley in
the first days of the Methodist Revival.
The striking thing aEout Wesley is that he was willing to go so far
Eut no farther with the Moravians, and two things need to Ee said
aEout that.
First, Wesley was not at all ready to aEandon the SroSer Slace of
human action in the Slan of salvation. He Eecame convinced that
works were worthless in attaining the new Eirth, Eut he was eTually
Sersuaded of the aEsolute moral necessity of good works as the
evidence of regeneration and the inevitaEle e[Sression of holy love.
Likewise, he could not Eecome convinced as Charles nearly was
that total deSendence on God
s grace reTuired the aEandonment of
the means of grace. Wesley
s conviction of the SroSer Slace of reason
and his years of Sainstaking study of Christian antiTuity including
the Serfectionist teachings of fourth-century Eastern Fathers keSt
him from Eecoming totally intellectually converted to Moravian
ideas after his sSiritual conversion at Aldersgate. As Gerald Cragg
states,
The Moravians had shown Wesley the true nature of saving
faith he was astonished that they seemed so Elind to its
necessary imSlications. Their Lutheran Eackground made
them recoil from anything suggestive ofgood works. Wesley
Eelieved that they were making the religious life a flight from
resSonsiEility.
At issue here was the classic Tuestion of man
s cooSeration in the
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work of salvation. Wesley oEMected to a rigid Calvinist Sosition on
this Soint, adoSting essentially an Arminian view. L. M. Starkey has
called Wesley
s view an evangelical synergism ᪽ a synergism
which may Ee descriEed as evangelical in order to differentiate it
from other tySes which allow man a natural caSacity to cooSerate
with the divine sSirit. A Wesley was very clear that salvation was
totally Ey grace alone. But he was eTually convinced that God
graciously enaEled man to cooSerate with the Holy SSirit in the great
work of salvation ᪽ of restoring the image of God in man. And
therefore, a Eeliever
s failure to do his Sart in cooSerating with God
s
work was sheer disoEedience. Fundamentally, it was on this Easis
that Wesley resisted some Moravian tendencies and finally Eroke
with the Moravians.
The second oEservation to Ee made concerning Wesley
s resistance
to some Moravian tendencies is that Srecisely at these Soints, Wesley
was moving toward, rather than away from, the Believers
 Church
tradition. At those Soints where Wesley resisted the Moravians he
was in fact uSholding a Believers
 Church Sosition in oSSosition to
Moravian Pietist accommodations to Lutheranism.
This Soint can Ee clarified Ey a Erief review of the Believers

Church tySology. Wesley and the Moravians agreed Easically on all
of the seven elements of the tySology ᪽ with the e[ceStion of the
emShasis on good works and oEedience to GosSel commands.
Precisely at these Soints Wesley more faithfully reSresents the
Believers
 Church tradition than does Moravianism.A
A very interesting and Sotentially significant asSect of this whole
Tuestion is the relationshiS Eetween Wesley and Count =inzendorf,
and their similarity in ecclesiology. =inzendorf in fact worked out a
rather elaEorate theory of the Church and church renewal Eased
on an adaStation of the ecclesiola in ecclesia idea. =inzendorf
develoSed his TroSus theory which saw the church in each country
as having something uniTue to contriEute to the Universal Church,
and which focused on the utility ofmovements such as Moravianism
as missionary and renewal structures within the Church.
Conclusions
John Wesley is Eest understood today as reSresentative of the
Believers
 Church tradition ᪽ Srecisely Eecause that tradition is not
Srimarily a system of doctrine in contradistinction from the various
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historical theological oStions, Eut is rather a way of understanding
the concrete e[Sression of the Church as a community of dis
ciSleshiS. From the standSoint of the Believers
 Church tradition, the
significant thing aEout Wesley is not that he was an Anglican or had
Sarticular views on Soints of theology, Eut rather it is his theory and
Sractice of the Church ᪽ the fact that Wesley Eelieved a community
of faithful disciSles could, in fact, e[ist in GosSel oEedience in the
Sresent world and the fact that he estaEhshed such a community in
the form of the Methodist societies. One might add that Wesley
s
doctrine of Christian Serfection is not fully understood unless it is
seen in this conte[t.
The main reasons for Wesley
s Sarticular ecclesiology are three 
Wesley was never e[Selled from, or disciSlined Ey, the Church of
England, desSite his rather e[traordinary innovations. Hence he
could develoS his views and Sractice in a way Easically consistent
with Anglican ecclesiology.  Wesley Sersonally never left the
Church of England. Hence his Believers
 Church Sosition was
worked out in a Sarticularly Anglican way.  The Methodist
societies were never given official ecclesiastical recognition or status
within the Church of England. Hence Methodism develoSed largely
in its own way, under the strong influence of Wesley himself during
his lifetime, rather than Eecoming an ecclesiastically-controlled
order within Anglicanism. This fact was, of course, to lead to
Methodist seSaration from the Church of England after Wesley
s
death ᪽ and, to some degree, to leave British and American
Methodists as ecclesiological orShans.
Finally, si[ general conclusions concerning Wesley
s ecclesiology
and his relationshiS to the Behevers
 Church tradition may Ee drawn
from the evidence Sresented in this SaSer
 Wesley considered himself to have a consistent, rational, and
BiElically-Eased ecclesiology ᪽ however it may aSSear to others.
 The sources of Wesley
s ecclesiology were mainly the Catholic
tradition mediated through Anglicanism, and the Free Church
tradition mediated through the Moravians. The influence of the
mainline Protestant Reformation reached Wesley Eoth through
Anglicanism and through the Moravians.
 Wesley
s ecclesiology shows gradual develoSment from an
Anglican High Church tySe toward the Believers
 Church tySe.
 Wesley conceived of Methodism essentially as an evangelical
order within the larger Catholic Church.
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 Wesley
s views show marked similarity to the Believers

Church tySe the similarity is more marked in Sractice than in theory.
But at Eoth levels Wesley may Ee seen as standing in the Behevers

Church tradition.
 The Seculiarities of Wesley
s conceSt of the Church are due
largely to the Seculiar Sosition of Methodism within Anglicanism.
One may hySothesize that in Roman Catholicism, Methodism
might well have Eecome a recognized order, while in si[teenth-
century continental Protestantism it would have Eeen forced to Ee
come a seSarated Believers
 Church.
What is the significance of all this for our e[Serience of the Church
today" This whole study is really intended as a Srologue to asking this
Tuestion. It is a Tuestion which those in the Wesleyan tradition,
esSecially, should Ee asking. And the answers Srovided, if faithful to
the sSirit of Wesley, will Ee relevant to the whole Christian Church in
the late twentieth century.
In a very suggestive way, I would like to Soint to three asSects of
the contemSorary significance of Wesley
s ecclesiology.
 This study has demonstrated the marked affinities Eetween
Wesley and the Radical Protestant tradition. I have argued, in fact,
that Wesley stands within this tradition. Yet clearly there are
differences and tensions Eetween Wesley and classical si[teenth-
century AnaEaStism. Particularly, Wesley was more affirming of the
institutional church and of church tradition than were the Ana
EaStists, even though he recognized the fallen condition of the
church and Wesley was willing to include, and hold in tension,
diverse elements in his ecclesiology which came from differing
traditions and which some would consider incomSatiEle.
Does this mean Wesley was logically inconsistent in his eccle
siology, and therefore must Ee corrected Ey the AnaEaStist tra
dition" Or does it mean rather that in Wesley we find a finer synthesis
which in some way corrects AnaEaStism"
I would not argue that Wesley was entirely consistent in his views
of the Church, nor would I want to affirm every detail of his
ecclesiology esSecially in the way he worked out his views of
ministry. But I do affirm the sSirit Wesley demonstrates in these
efforts, and the general SersSective which allowed him to include
rather diverse elements in his ecclesiology. I would argue that the
Seculiarities of Wesley
s views are not due to a fundamental
inconsistency in his thought, Eut rather to  the fundamentally
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Sarado[ical nature of the Church in the world which makes a totally
consistent, systematic theory of the Church virtually imSossiEle from
a human standSoint, and  the fact that Wesley
s Srimary interest
was not to work out a systematic ecclesiology Eut rather to
understand and e[Slain the evolution of the Methodist movement as
it grew in resSonse to the renewing work of the Holy SSirit.
From this SersSective, one can affirm Wesley
s Easic ecclesiology,
Ee instructed Ey many of its sSecific features, and see in it elements
which may actually serve as correctives today on the AnaEaStist view
of the Church as it is Eeing rediscovered and reintroduced. It seems to
me that a careful restudy of Wesley
s ecclesiology first of all in the
light of ScriSture, and secondly in the light of the Sresent world, is
called for and would Ee most Sroductive.
 Wesley clearly demonstrates the crucial need for the doctrines
of the GosSel and the e[Serience of the GosSel to Ee tied to sSecific
structures which Srovide for ongoing sSiritual growth and dis
ciSleshiS. Entire sanctification and the demands of disciSleshiS
reTuire commitment ᪽ not only to God Eut also to Christian
Erothers and sisters in the Church. And such commitment reTuires
structures of common life which enaEle the Church to Ee a communi
ty in conscious distinction from Eut not in isolation from surround
ing culture. In other words, functional eTuivalents of the classes,
Eands, and societies of early Methodism are as needed in the Church
today as are Wesley
s sSecific teachings on the Christian life.
 Those of us in the holiness tradition need the corrective of
Wesley
s understanding of the Church in order to gain a fuller
understanding ofWesley
s own views ofChristian Serfection. Wesley
himself does not seem to have consciously dealt with the relevance of
the doctrine of entire sanctification for the communitary life of the
Church, although he says a numEer of things which relate to this.
This is really what he means Ey social holiness. The Soint for today
is that we need to emShasize the sanctification of the Eody ofChrist
the fact that holiness is not merely an individual matter, Eut concerns
one
s relationshiSs ᪽ first, to God and secondly to one
s Erothers
and sisters in Christ. Holiness has often Eeen individualized and
Srivatized in a way that is un-Wesleyan. Wesley can helS us to see the
need for a SroSer emShasis on, and e[Serience of, not only holy
individual Sersons Eut also a holy community sustained Ey love.
In all these ways, Wesley
s understanding of the Church has much
to say to us today. Wesley
s radicalism sSrang from his deter-
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mination to Sut God first and to measure all things Ey ScriSture. He
was willing to go Eack to the roots. In this, certainly, he is worthy of
imitation.
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The New O[ford Annotated BiEle with ASocrySha, Revised
Standard Version, New York O[ford University Press, .
This is a reissue of the Revised Standard Version ofwhich the New
Testament aSSeared in  and comSlete BiEle in . The second
edition of the New Testament aSSeared in  and the O[ford
Annotated BiEle was coSyrighted in . This edition was
coSyrighted in  and again in  including an e[Sanded edition
of the ASocrySha. The annotations to the Old Testament Sortion, as
in the earlier editions, are Ey HerEert G. May and the New Testament
Sortion Ey Bruce Metzger.
Another feature of this edition is that the comSlete BiEle including
the ASocrySha has for the first time the endorsement not only of the
maMor Protestant denominations Eut also of Richard Cardinal
Cushing of the Roman Catholic Church. In addition, Eastern
Orthodo[ ArchEishoS Athenagoras has aSSroved this version which
now includes III and IV MacaEees and Psalm .
In this edition Bruce Metzger writes of the numEer and seTuence of
the Eooks of the BiEle in which he Suts the ASocrySha in SersSective.
There is an essay on how to read the BiEle and another on modern
aSSroaches to BiEle study criticism, form criticism, redaction
criticism, and tradition history. One essay deals with the character
istics of HeErew Soetry, another the literary forms in the GosSels and
still another on the geograShy and archaeology of BiEle lands as in
earlier editions. English versions of the BiEle from Tyndale to the
King James are descriEed. The various annotations are inde[ed. An
introduction to the ASocrySha, chronological taEles of rulers and
the O[ford maSs are included.
The total study BiEle is large in size, Eut it is well-Srinted and
attractively Sresented. There are a few changes in Metzger
s notes of
the New Testament. These will Ee welcomed Ey most evangelical
scholars. Conservative BiEle readers will find some of the notations
on the Old Testament Ey HerEert May less helSful. As in earlier
editions of the Revised Standard Version, the Deity is addressed Ey
the archaic terms thee and thou, Eut other forms are in
contemSorary English terminology. Each BiEle Eook is given a short,
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concise introduction which is very helSful, esSecially to the Eegin
ning student. The edition does not have the column of references
either on the center or on the margin, Eut notes at the Eottom Srovide
most of the needed cross references.
There is much to Ee said for having a study BiEle which includes
the ASocrySha. This Sortion of ScriStures which used to Ee in all
older editions of the King James Version has Eeen neglected in recent
years SossiEly to reduce Srinting costs, Eut for the serious BiEle
student it is Tuite imSortant to have the ASocrySha availaEle to helS
fill that imSortant gaS of some four centuries Eetween the Old
Testament and the New. BiEle students will Ee well-advised to avail
themselves of this  edition of the O[ford Annotated BiEle.
George Allen Turner
Professor of BiElical Literature
HoSe in CaStivity, Ey Derek Winter, London ESworth Press, ,
 SS. ..
After  years as a BaStist missionary in Brazil, Derek Winter
returned to England. Away from the trouElesome turmoil of
oSSression in Latin America, he was aEle to reflect on his e[Seriences
in the light of new information he received through reading theology
of liEeration. While in Brazil, Winter had Eeen unaware of the
Solitical and social significance of what was haSSening around him.
Now he was confronted with a revolutionary interSretation of the
conditions which he could not deny. After familiarizing himself with
the hEeration literature. Winter undertook a three-month Silgrimage
Eack to Latin America. He was aEle to visit these liEeration
theologians in their conte[t and see them at work. In this way he
SroEed Eehind their written words and saw first-hand the sitz-im-
leEen which Sroduced their Srovocative challenge. He was aEle to get
a feel for what they were doing and why they seemed so urgent.
HoSe in CaStivity is Winter
s interSretation ofwhat he discovered. It
is . . . the attemSt to descriEe some of these theologians against the
Eackground of their local situation S. .
Derek Winter does not understand theology of liEeration to Ee a
Sassing fashion. The growing conflict in Latin America Eetween
church and state over the Tuestions of social Mustice and human rights
can only Eecome more acute. The one institution that is still
caSaEle of raising its voice in Srotest is the church. And the gradual
transformation of a church from its role as suSSorter of the status
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Tuo to one of oSSosition and Srotest is one of the most significant
facts of the contemSorary Latin American scene S. . Since the
advent of liEeration theology, even more reSressive regimes have
arisen in Latin America. This has necessitated a reevaluation and
redirection of the movement. Winter notes a return to the sSiritual
dimension, a tendency to Ee more suSSortive of the organized church
and encouragement of young SeoSle to Ee active in church life.
In his final chaSter, Winter develoSs a case for theology of
liEeration. He tries to answer charges made against it and e[Slain its
association with Mar[ism. Admittedly Eiased, Winter wants us to
understand that this is his interSretation from a hmited SersSective.
He has talked only with the theologians and their close associates.
One wonders what the rest of the Latin Americans have to say.
HoSe in CaStivity is written to acTuaint SeoSle with liEeration
theology. It is an introduction to the SeoSle and their writings and
includes an e[cellent EiEUograShy. Besides Eeing of convenient
length, it is a very readaEle volume. It is written in such a way as to Ee
understood Ey those who lack a technical theological vocaEulary.
Also of interest to the reader is the forward Ey Walter Hollenweger.
On the Easis of Derek Winter
s e[Serience, Hollenweger asks some
critical Tuestions concerning the relevance of academics, civil war in
Northern Ireland, government mismanagement, and TuestionaEle
Solitical activities. He then challenges the English to face reality.
This challenge aSSlies to each one ofus. As Derek Winter helSs us see
Christians struggling in a much more difficult situation than our
own, SerhaSs we can muster hoSe to face our reality.
Kenneth D. Gill
Graduate Student
Fuller Theological Seminary
How to Have a HaSSy Marriage, Ey David and Vera Mace,
Nashville AEingdon, .
David and Vera Mace have worked Srofessionally for over 
years in marriage counseling and more recently, in marriage
enrichment. The Sresent Eook evolved out of this Eackground. It is a
structured guide to helS couSles who e[Serience relatively staEle
marriages to enrich their relationshiSs.
The Eook contains valuaEle information availaEle to the Serson
reading through the Eook. The greatest Eenefit can Ee derived if the
Eook is read Ey a couSle who commit themselves to sSending four
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hours a week in comSleting the structured enrichment materials.
ComSlete, detailed and easily understood instructions are given.
It may Ee difficult for many couSles to disciSline themselves to
comSlete the Srogram without assistance and suSSort. Such
encouragement may come from Sersons who have comSleted the
Srogram. Or the Eook may Eecome a central focus of adult church
school classes. Very imSortantly, this Eook can Ee an invaluaEle
adMunct to the Sastor in marriage counseling. A couSle who
comSletes the materials may need consideraEly less counseling time.
Well-written and growing out of Sersonal and Srofessional
e[Serience, this Eook is highly recommended for clergy couSles.
Having comSleted the Srogram themselves, it can Ee a valuaEle tool
in Sastoral care and counseling.
William C. Cessna
Professor of Pastoral Counseling
Director of Counseling Services
Mark A Portrait of the Servant, Ey D. Edmond HieEert, Chicago
Moody Press, .
This EngUsh BiEle commentary offered Ey Edmond HieEert
cannot Ee said to Ee a trail-Elazer for any new interSretation or any
new understanding of Mark. It is a conservative interSretation of
Mark which I found readaEle and mildly SrofitaEle for the interested
layman, or for the Sastor whose Greek is too rusty to use Cranfield
s
commentary on Mark. This is not a commentary for the scholar, or
for the Serson working his way through Mark for the third or fourth
time. Rather, it is a sound and simSle introduction to Mark.
Mark A Portrait of the Servant is oEviously not intended to Ee a
critical commentary, and therein, I think, lies its weakness. Critical
issues are generally ignored or, at Eest, suSerficially discussed. The
tendency in the Eook is to harmonize all the SroElems. The Sastor or
student looking for helS with difficult Tuestions of the synoStic
SroElem will find minimal helS.
DesSite the limits of this aSSroach, HieEert offers a generally
satisfactory interSretation of Mark. He is clearly orthodo[ and
traditional. One Slace, however, where his traditionalism does lead
him astray is in the interSretation of the SaraEles. Here HieEert relies
far too much on traditional allegorical interSretations of the
SaraEles. I cannot Eelieve that the SaraEle of the mustard seed
denotes that Christendom has deSarted from its original nature to
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Eecome a mighty kingdom .... a worldly-minded organization.
However true that statement may Ee, it is ridiculous to suSSose that
Jesus would have wanted to teach this to his original audience.
I would suSSose that the desire to Ee true to the original Greek led
HieEert to use the American Standard Version ASV as his Easic
Enghsh te[t. I do not think that the ASV is really a successful
suEstitute for the Greek te[t, and what minor advantages the ASV
has over other modern translations are lost through its clumsy
English style and its relative unfamiliarity.
In the end one must conclude that this is a nice, safe, and generally
sane commentary. It has not disSlaced any of my favorite com
mentaries on Mark, and I would consider the commentaries Ey
Cranfield and Taylor to Ee far suSerior to this work.
R. Wade Paschal, Jr.
Teaching Fellow in Greek
Acts The E[Sanding Church, Ey Everett F. Harrison, Chicago
Moody Press, .
Everett Harrison
s commentary on Acts is a readaEle and concise
English BiEle commentary. Almost anyone could read this non
technical commentary and enMoy Harrison
s Erief verse Ey verse
comments. The Eook assumes a consistently orthodo[ aSSroach to
Acts, and is SurSosefully non-critical, making it suitaEle for a wide
range of readers.
The defects in the Eook may stem largely from the author
s
decision to avoid most critical Tuestions. Beyond the Erief and
comSetent introduction, the critical issues which aEound in Acts
receive only cursory attention. Even the SroElem of the Western
te[t is largely ignored, though curiously Harrison does occasionally
use Western readings as if they were legitimate e[Slanations of the
normally received Greek readings see his comments on Acts -
. One looks in vain for a Mustification for this unusual
methodology.
Similarly, those looking for significant e[egetical helS with
theologically challenging Sassages in Acts such as Pentecost,
Samaria, and others may Ee disaSSointed. Harrison
s remarks on
these Sassages tend to Ee general and do not attemSt to deal with the
varying interSretations offered Ey Pentecostals, Calvinists,
DisSensationalists, and, of course, Wesleyans. Harrison seems to
chart a course of interSretation Eetween all these oStions, though
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overall he is surely reSresentative of moderate Calvinism. Note his
comment on those much deEated Sassages concerning the Holy
SSirit
So far as the Book of Acts is concerned, no infle[iEle Sattern
is discernaEle, though usually the e[Serience of the saints
must have Eeen that the SSirit came as the seal of faith S.
.
There is no SroElem with the first Sart of that sentence, Eut one may
not Ee sure what the second Sart means, or that this is an adeTuate
summary of the material in Acts on this suEMect.
These reservations only suggest that more technical and critical
commentaries should Ee sought for those interested in Sursuing the
difficult Tuestions of Acts. Anyone seeking a more general
introduction to the Eook will find Harrison
s commentary to Ee
readaEle, comSetent and evangelical.
R. Wade Paschal, Jr.
Teaching Fellow in Greek
A History of the Criticism of the Acts of the ASostles, Ey W. Ward
GasTue, Grand RaSids Eerdmans, .  SS. ..
The volume is Eased on the doctoral dissertation written at the
University of Manchester under the tutelage of F. F. Bruce and is
included in the monograSh series on EiElical e[egesis, edited Ey
Oscar Cullmann and others.
It is the only comSlete work on the critical study of the Book of
Acts in any language. GasTue, who served as Associate Professor of
New Testament at Regent College, Vancouver, succeeds in his
SurSose of Eeing relatively oEMective while he usually ends on the
conservative side of the Tuestion. His critical review of continental
British and American scholars, Sast and Sresent, is remarkaEly
comSlete and Mudicious.
The Lukan scholars he admires most are H. J. CadEury deceased
of Harvard and F. F. Bruce, the former for his lifetime of SerceStive
Lukan studies and the latter for his two commentaries on the Book of
Acts. Among those who receive least Sraise are the older generations
of German scholars who worked in theological categories and
slighted historical, literary, archaeological and similar factors. High
Sraise also is given to the Sioneer work of Lightfoot, ConyEeare,
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Howson, and William Ramsay.
After e[amining in detail the views of various scholars he
concludes that the author of Acts was also the author of the Third
GosSel Luke and that Luke was Eoth a careful writer of history and
also a theologian.
On the ve[ing SroElem of reconciling Acts  with Galatians, he
commends the research of C. W. Emmet who concludes that Paul
s
visit to Jerusalem, mentioned in Acts , is the same visit as that
mentioned in Galatians .
This volume is e[tremely helSful to those who seek SersSective on
Lukan scholarshiS. It is also useful for ascertaining GasTue
s own
conclusions, which are not oEtrusive, Eut restrained and Mudicious.
The reader will aSSreciate the fact that this author worked with
original sources in German, French, and Latin and sSared no Sains
to make his findings reSresent fairly those he is reviewing. ᪽
George A. Turner
Professor of BiElical Literature

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Ey Donald E. Demaray
Preludes to Prayer, comSiled Ey Louis Cassels, Nashville, New York
AEingdon Press, .  SS.
No minister should go another week without Preludes to Prayer
done Ey this famous religious Mournalist. Cassels reads widely and
well, and has Sut together an anthology of almost incomSaraEle
Tuality.
Put this in the hands of your laymen, too.
Holiness, Ey Earnest Larsen, New York Paulist Press, .  SS.
Here is a work on holiness that Sastors will read with great Srofit.
Father Larson sSeaks right out of a Eusy Sarish where he wrestles
with life and death issues ᪽ alcoholics, marriages on the verge of
collaSse, addicts, neurotics, and all the rest of it. Thus, what he says
has a cogency not always found in works on the suEMect. He Serceives
the chief characteristic of holiness as growth.
Invitation to Adventure, Ey R. E. O. White, Grand RaSids Baker
Book House, .  SS. ..
R. E. O. White, SrinciSal of BaStist Theological College, Scotland,
for over  years Sastor, and author of some  Eooks, now gives us
 Erief sermons designed to helS the Sreacher homiletically. Ser
mons are Sresented from the GosSels, Acts, Corinthians and the Psalms.
This reviewer would like to see an uSdating of the materials.
Thought forms reSresent another generation, as does language. We
are always grateful for sermons rooted in ScriSture, Eut they also
need couching in words with which contemSorary man can identify.
The Power of Prayer in Business and the Professions, Ey G. Ernest
Thomas, Nashville Tidings, .  SS.
Pastors will do well to Surchase a small suSSly of this little
SaSerEack to Slace in the hands of Sotential Srayer grouS leaders in
industry, Eusiness, and the Srofessions. Dr. Thomas in Slain and
clear language shows the great Eenefits of corSorate devotionals in
factory and office, and it is difficult to see how anyone could read this
Eook without a sense of urgency.
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From Day to Day, Ey Frank E. GaeEelein, Grand RaSids Baker
Book House, .  SS. ..
Give this Eook, from the Sen of a seasoned Christian leader, to
your Sarishioners. The foundational elements for a genuinely
Christian lifestyle are here, and always. Dr. GaeEelein sSeaks from
God
s Word. He reminds us vividly of Who is in charge, too.
GaeEelein, accomSlished musician, e[cellent writer, well-known
educator, is now retired, living in Arhngton, VA, and giving a
Sortion of his time to writing.
The Ministry of the Word, Ey William M. Taylor, Grand RaSids
Baker Book House, .  SS.
Baker Book House is doing the theological world a favor Ey
reSrinting classic works in ine[Sensive SaSerEack editions. This
volume constitutes the Lyman Beecher lectures for  and is
worthy of a Slace on liErary shelves.
The work is most Sarticularly relevant to young ministers
grounding themselves in Easic attitudes and Sractices.
Of sSecial interest is the recommendation to inductive BiEle study
long Eefore the creative work of RoEert A. Traina and other
SroSonents of the techniTue. Taylor comes down hard for inductive
method.
The work, good enough in its own way and for its own day, is
nonetheless oEsolete in language, moves slowly and Sloddingly
aEout what today we consider oEvious, and the e[hortatory material
sounds to our modern ears very much like unneeded addenda.
However, the devotional sSirit and content of the Eook mark its
value, as do the Sractical suggestions
Sense ASSeal in the Sermons of Charles Haddon SSurgeon, Ey Jay
E. Adams, Grand RaSids Baker Book House, .  SS. ..
Adams succeeds in drawing our attention to significant Shases and
facts of our ministerial calling. Rich in ideas and information, the
Westminster Srofessor deserves commendation for Sointing us in
significant directions.
But Adams lacks in deSth, in refinement of materials, and
Serfection of written e[Sression. One could wish for Srecision in his
future works.
Nonetheless, Jay E. Adams has succeeded in focusing on the five
senses in the sermons of C. H. SSurgeon. Both factors are imSor-
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tant ᪽ senses and SSurgeon. Because the genius of Sreaching is
imagination, the senses Slay a significant role in communicaEle
SulSit e[Sression Eecause SSurgeon was so very remarkaEle some
call him the greatest Sreacher since St. Paul, the reader is grateful for
actual models from the BaStist Sreacher of London.
It will not take the discerning student of Sreaching long to skim the
cream off this little Eook.
The Book of Daniel, from the New International Version, Grand
RaSids =ondervan BiEle PuEHshers, . SS.
The Committee on BiEle Translation resSonsiEle for The Book of
Daniel from the New International Version is to Ee highly
commended for a first-rate Siece of work. It is first-rate from at least
two SersSectives the language communicates with immediacy and
clarity difficult, at Eest, in a work like Daniel, and the language also
comes across aesthetically, for artists have assisted in the work of
translation.
Preachers will greatly Eenefit Ey this work Eecause of its vivid
Sortrayals. The secret of communicaEle Sreaching is in its Sictures
the craftsmen who have rendered this ancient work into contem
Sorary form know how to work with the human imagination.
Pastors will delight to the use of this little SaSerEack, at low cost,
for BiEle study work. At last this aSocalyStic work, hundreds of
years old, is caSaEle of comSrehension.
Prayerful Christians will aSSreciate this work Eecause of its
devotional value. It is difficult to see how anyone could read it, even
with Sartially Eent knees, without Eenefit.
Leaders will want to order this Eooklet in Tuantity for distriEution.

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